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GLOSSARY 

 

Affected person 
(AP)  

– Means any person or persons, household, firm, private or public 
institution that, on account of changes resulting from the Project, will have 
its (i) standard of living adversely affected; (ii) right, title or interest in any 
house, land (including residential, commercial, agricultural, forest, salt 
mining and/or grazing land), water resources or any other moveable or 
fixed assets acquired, possessed, restricted or otherwise adversely 
affected, in full or in part, permanently or temporarily; and/or (iii) business, 
occupation, place of work or residence or habitat adversely affected, with 
or without displacement. In the case of a household, the term AP includes 
all members residing under one roof and operating as a single economic 
unit, who are adversely affected by the project or any of its outputs.  
  

Ancestral  
Domain  

–  Refers to all areas generally belonging to ICCs/IPs comprising lands, 
inland waters, coastal areas, and natural resources therein, held under a 
claim of ownership, occupied or possessed by ICCs/IPs, themselves or 
through their ancestors, communally or individually since time 
immemorial, continuously to the present except when interrupted by war, 
force majeure or displacement by force, deceit, stealth or as a 
consequence of government projects or any other voluntary dealings 
entered into by government and private individuals, corporations, and 
which are necessary to ensure their economic, social, and cultural 
welfare. It includes land, forests, pasture, residential, agricultural, and 
other lands individually owned whether in alienable and disposable or 
otherwise, hunting grounds, burial grounds, worship areas, bodies of 
water, mineral and other natural resources, and lands which may no 
longer be exclusively occupied by ICCs/IPs but from which they 
traditionally had access to for their subsistence and traditional activities, 
particularly the home ranges of ICCs/IPs who are still nomadic and/or 
who practice shifting cultivation. (Adopted from R.A. 8371 (IPRA))   
  

Ancestral  
Domain  
Sustainable  
Development 
and Protection 
Plan   

–  The ADSDPP is a long-term community-based, comprehensive plan that 
contains the ICCs/IPs’ collective vision, mission, general objectives, long-
term goals, and priority concerns. The ADSDPP contains a list of 
development plans and projects that is used as reference in determining 
the fit between a proposed infrastructure project and the long-term 
development goals and priority concerns of the affected ICC/IP. Often 
interchanged with the ADB-IP Development Plan (IPDP), but where 
ADSDPP is all encompassing, planning for IPDP is limited to the ADB 
investment/project/ subproject.  
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Ancestral Lands  –  Refers to land occupied, possessed and utilized by individuals, families 
and clans who are members of the ICCs/IPs since time immemorial, by 
themselves or through their predecessors-in-interest, under claims of 
individual or traditional group ownership, continuously, to the present 
except when interrupted by war, force majeure or displacement by force, 
deceit, stealth, or as a consequence of government projects and other 
voluntary dealings entered into by government and private 
individuals/corporations, including, but not limited to, residential lots, rice 
terraces or paddies, private forests, swidden farms and tree lots. 
(Adopted from R.A. 8371)  
  

Certification  
Precondition  
 

–  It is a document issued by the NCIP attesting that the applicant or project 
proponent has complied with the requirements for securing the consent 
of affected ICCs/IPs in accordance to the Free, Prior and Informed 
Consent Guidelines of 2006.  

Customary Law  –  It refers to a body of written and/or unwritten rules, usages, customs and 
practices traditionally and continually recognized, accepted, and 
observed by the IPs.  
  

Free and Prior 
Informed Consent  

–  The consensus of all members of the affected IP group is to be 
determined in accordance with their respective customary laws and 
practices, free from any external manipulation, interference and coercion, 
and obtained after fully disclosing the intent and scope of the activity, in 
a language and process understandable and appropriate to the 
community. Broad community support may exist even if some individuals 
or groups object to the project.  
 

Indigenous 
People  

–  Refers to a group of people or homogenous societies identified by self-
ascription and ascription by other, who have continuously lived as 
organized community on communally bounded and defined territory, and 
who have, under claims of ownership since time immemorial, occupied, 
possessed customs, tradition and other distinctive cultural traits, or who 
have, through resistance to political, social and cultural inroads of 
colonization, non-indigenous religions and culture, became historically 
differentiated from the majority of Filipinos. ICCs/IPs shall likewise 
include peoples who are regarded as indigenous on account of their 
descent from the populations which inhabited the country, at the time of 
conquest or colonization, or at the time of inroads of non-indigenous 
religions or cultures, or the establishment of present state boundaries, 
who retain some or all of their own social, economic, cultural and political 
institutions, but who may have been displaced from their traditional 
domains or who may have resettled outside their ancestral domains. 
(Adopted from R.A. 8371)  
 

Meaningful 
consultation. 

– A process that (i) begins early in the project preparation stage and is 
carried out on an ongoing basis throughout the project cycle; (ii) provides 
timely disclosure of relevant and adequate information that is 
understandable and readily accessible to affected people; (iii) is 
undertaken in an atmosphere free of intimidation or coercion; (iv) is 
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gender inclusive and responsive, and tailored to the needs of 
disadvantaged and vulnerable groups; and (v) enables the incorporation 
of all relevant views of affected people and other stakeholders into 
decision making, such as project design, mitigation measures, the 
sharing of development benefits and opportunities, and implementation 
issues. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This Indigenous Peoples Plan (IPP) reiterates the specific plan for addressing the indigenous 
peoples’ concerns on the proposed rehabilitation of the Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak access 
road in the Municipality of Claveria, Misamis Oriental.  The proposed subproject is located at 
Barangay Sta. Cruz and will involve the concreting of 2.29 km existing access road with a 
carriage way of 4.00 m and thickness of 0.20 m. The subproject has an estimated project 
duration of 98 calendar days at an updated preliminary project cost of Php 17,279,566 and will 
be implemented by contract. 

The proposed subproject aims to improve the living conditions of the community through the 
rehabilitation of Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak access road and provide support for the 
sustainable implementation of INREMP-NRM subproject and other programs of the DENR. 
Specifically, the subproject is expected to 1) Reduce transportation cost of agricultural, non-
agricultural products and passengers by 60%, 2) Increase farm production by 5% of agricultural 
commodities, 3) Reduce travel time by 60% from 15 minutes to 5 minutes only in Sitio Lapak, 
4) Support the accessibility of the community to economic opportunity, and 5) Provide direct 
support to INREMP-NRM and other programs of DENR.  

The subproject is classified as Category B and this IP Plan was prepared consistent with the 
social impacts equired of ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement of 2009. A Category B means that 
the proposed project is likely to have limited impacts on Indigenous Peoples. The IP Plan 
covers the profile of the proposed rural infrastructure subproject and includes an assessment 
of the potential social impacts during different phases and formulation of corresponding 
mitigation measures. The IP Plan was prepared by the LGU of Claveria in coordination with the 
RPCO and its consultant.   

Specific to INREMP, the Indigenous People’s Development Framework (IPDF) ensures that 
INREMP subprojects are designed and implemented in a way that fosters full respect for IP 
identity, dignity, human rights, livelihood systems and cultural uniqueness as defined by the 
IPs themselves to enable them to: (i) receive culturally appropriate social and economic 
benefits; (ii) do not suffer adverse impacts as a result of the project; and (iii) can participate 
actively in the project.  For this purpose, an IP Plan is prepared in participating areas covered 
by ancestral domain claims.  

The main beneficiary of the subproject is the LGU Claveria particularly barangay Sta. Cruz. Out 
of the 1,377 residents of the barangay, 566 or 41%, which comprises of 214 males and 352 
females, are Indigenous People (IPs) belonging to the Higaonon Tribe. The Higaonon is a 
group of indigenous people found in Bukidnon Plateau as well as in the mountainous regions 
of Misamis Oriental and the mountain borders of Agusan and Lanao. The Higaonon speak a 
distinct language also called Higaonon, a language that is classified by linguists as belonging 
to the North Manobo branch of Greater Central Philippine languages. Cebuano is also used as 
a second language. The subsistence economy of the Higaonon is marked by slash-and-burn 
agriculture with upland rice and corn as the main crops. This activity is supplemented by food 
gathering; hunting of bats, snakes, field rats, monkeys, and various birds; fishing along the river 
using spear guns and fish poison; and logging of timber than are then hauled by carabaos. In 
terms of mythology, Higaonon myths and legends mentions Suwat, a great ancestor who keeps 
a list of people who lived during a Great Flood in the distant past.    
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The IPP process includes stakeholder participation and consultations at every stage of the 
proposed project, from the identification of the need, to conceptualization, planning and will be 
carried through the implementation, and operation and maintenance. This will ensure that the 
social safeguards are observed and upheld through the project cycle and that the indigenous 
peoples in the project site will benefit from the proposed footpath access construction. 

Consultations with the affected Indigenous Peoples and PO was conducted by the LGU staff, 
RPCO with the assistance of its consultant on June 6, 2018 and June 22, 2018. The 
consultations focused on the IP and non-IP farmer beneficiaries who identified the beneficial 
impacts of the proposed subproject, and the IP community preference for the conduct of a ritual 
before the actual project construction. The anticipated positive impacts identified by the IP and 
non-IP farmer beneficiaries are mainly: 1) Ease in the transport of produce to the market, 2) 
Increase in access to health and other government services, 3) Improvement in the access to 
educational facilities. 4) Increase in household income, and 5) Provision of jobs to qualified IPs 
and women. 

There are potential adverse impacts of the subproject identified during the consultation other 
than the entry of migrant workers in search of employment opportunities. These include 
complaints from community during project implementation, waste from residual and packaging 
materials and negative impact on the IP culture. The barangay will ensure implementation and 
observance of the barangay’s and the tribe’s ordinances or policies. However, the participants 
perceived that there will be no long-term adverse impacts brought about by the proposed 
subproject. Mitigating measures for these negative impacts are identified during the 
consultation. 

In accordance with ADB SPS 2009, the process of information disclosure, consultation and 
participation of the IPs includes understanding of their perceptions considering their opinions 
with reference to their needs, priorities and preferences which are duly reflected in the minutes 
of the meetings as well as the reports of focus group discussions and key informant interviews. 
In this context, the proposed foot trail, will not adversely impact the identity, dignity, human 
rights, livelihood systems or culture of the affected tribe. The barangay as well as the leaders 
of the IP are supportive of the project and can see clear and direct benefits from this footpath 
construction subproject. 

Meanwhile, the IP Plan documentation and consultation processes will be submitted to ADB 
for disclosure on their website. The IP Plan will also be made available to the public by the 
Municipality of Claveria and the affected Barangay offices, the Provincial Environmental and 
Natural Resource Officer, and the DENR regional office. 

In terms of the capacity building initiatives, the barangay outlines various training with respect 
to all affected IPs, including women and youth. These training are meant to be held collectively 
for the tribe and/or the barangay at a time and place chosen by the participants and will be 
specifically customized for each target participant. 

Giving primacy to the traditional conflict resolution system, grievances will be handled given 
the prescribed procedures. In resolving disputes among the indigenous peoples, the 
determination or decision will usually be reached through dialogue and consensus. Several 
conflict resolution sessions according to the specific tribe’s customary laws before the dispute 
may be resolved. It has no clear definite timeline on when the conflict or dispute should be 
settled at the level of the clan and the Council of Elders.  
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On the monitoring, reporting and evaluation, INREMP Indigenous People Development 
Framework (IPDF) prescribes the external and internal monitoring of the IPP implementation. 
Basically, the DENR will set up an internal monitoring system comprising of an IP Safeguard 
Officer, IP community and especially the affected IPs through their respective tribe and any 
other social institutions to monitor the IPP implementation. Furthermore, one external monitor 
will be engaged by DENR. The external monitor will conduct monitoring survey based on 
monitoring indicators provided that will showcase usefulness of IPP.  The social safeguards 
expert and the external monitor will submit semi-annual reports to the DENR through the 
National Project Coordinating Office (NPCO) will be responsible for submitting the reports to 
ADB for review and disclosure. 

Through Executive Order No. 00015, series 2018, the LGU of Claveria created the Sub-Project 
Management Unit (SPMU). The SPMU is tasked, among others, to integrate, coordinate, 
facilitate, monitor, and supervise, and comply with the required social, technical and 
environmental safeguards, such as, but not limited to, resettlement plan acquisition of right of 
ways, environmental compliances certificate/ certificate  on non-coverage, to ensure the 
readiness of the subproject; incorporate social dimensions to the subproject design and 
implementation by conducting public consultation, information education and advocacy  to the 
local development council and the communities. 

Based on the Municipality’s 2018 Annual Investment Plan, the municipality has allotted funds 
for the conduct of activities for the IPs in the municipal and barangay levels. The LGU has also 
an allotted fund for activities and other livelihood assistance to IPs. 

 

 

II. SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Brief Description of the Subproject 

1. The Integrated Natural Resources and Environmental Management Project (INREMP) 
was designed by the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) through 
National Project Coordination Office (NPCO) in collaboration with the Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) and International Fund for Agricultural Development, grants from Climate Change Fund  
and Global Environmental Facility, and financial contributions from national and local 
governments. 

2. The INREMP addresses unsustainable watershed management in four (4) priority river 
basins: (i) the Chico Upper River Basin in the Cordillera Administrative Region, Northern Luzon; 
(ii) the Wahig–Inabanga River Basin on the island of Bohol in Region 7; (iii) the Lake Lanao 
River Basin in the province of Lanao del Sur in the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao; 
and (iv) the Bukidnon Upper River Basin in Bukidnon and Misamis Oriental provinces in 
Northern Mindanao (Region 10). With particular focus on indigenous peoples (IPs) and 
resource-poor communities, the project is envisioned to reduce and reverse degradation of 
watersheds and associated environmental services caused by forest denudation and 
unsustainable farming practices. The INREMP is also intended to provide incentives to local 
communities, local government units, and the DENR for improving natural resource 
management by generating sufficient and tangible economic benefits. 
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6. The condition of the proposed access road to be rehabilitated, particularly during rainy 
season, is very slippery and badly in need of improvement. The local residents and the people 
from adjacent barangays that are passing through the access road are experiencing the 
inconvenience and hazards brought about by the poor condition of the road. In order to reach 
the sitios/villages on time, people are riding on a single motorcycle (habal-habal) and paying 
for higher fares. On the other hand, farm inputs and farm produce are transported by draft 
animal driven carts and mini trucks. There are also several road accidents that happened in 
the past while traversing the said road section specifically during rainy season. The access 
road proposed to be rehabilitated is a gateway to economic investment which, when 
rehabilitated, will uplift the living condition and improve the quality of life in the target 
community, especially the IPs, considering that more agricultural production will be realized 
and higher farm gate price generated. 

7. The proposed subproject aims to improve the living condition of the community through 
the rehabilitation of Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak Access Road and provide support for the 
sustainable implementation of INREMP-NRM subproject and other programs of the DENR. 
Specifically, the subproject is expected to:  

a. Reduce transportation cost of agricultural, non-agricultural products and 
passengers by 60%: from PhP60 to PhP24.00;  

b. Increase farm production by 5% of agricultural commodities;  

c. Reduce travel time by 60% from 15 minutes to 5 minutes only in Sitio Lapak;    

d. Support the accessibility of the community to economic opportunity; and  

e. Provide direct support to INREMP-NRM and other programs of DENR  

 

B. Beneficiaries of the Subproject 

8.  Out of the 1,377 residents of the barangay, 566 or 41%, which comprises of 214 males 
and 352 females, are Indigenous People (IPs) belonging to the Higaonon Tribe. Similarly, the 
Cebuano’s comprise 520 males and 291 females totaling 811 individuals. The IPs has a 
registered tribal association called the Sta. Cruz Higaonon Tribal Association (SCHTA) which 
is a recipient of a draft animal project of the Mindanao Rural Development Project and is 
represented by Datu Eulogio D. Playto. This association has committed support for the 
subproject through a resolution as shown in Appendix 1.  

9. The barangay has a total land area of 1,131 ha of which 630 ha are forestland and 501 
ha being Alienable and Disposable (A and D) lands. In the barangay, the A and D lands are 
already issued with Land Titles and Tax Declarations while the areas in the forestlands are 
given the Community-Based Forest Management Agreement, under the name of the Pugaan 
Upland Growers Association (PUGA) with a total land area of about 395 ha, which used to be 
under the Contract of Stewardship Certificate issued by the DENR to the beneficiaries.  
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10. The association, which has been engaged by DENR INREMP, has a total members of 
42 of which 13 are females and 29 males. The PO PUGA at Barangay Sta. Cruz issued a 
resolution of support (Appendix 2).   

 

  
III. SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

 

11. In accordance to the Philippine law and ADB policy on indigenous people’s safeguards, 
all proposed projects must undergo the procedures required. This is to ensure that indigenous 
peoples will benefit from a project, and that adverse impacts from the project will be prevented, 
or where this is not possible, can be mitigated. Looking at the Philippine history, the indigenous 
communities including the original settlers in the country were deprived of their rights and 
displaced since the pre-colonization. Many forms of injustices such discrimination, 
marginalization and oppression to the IPs continued even after the colonial rule. The injustices 
to the IPs pushed them to resist against the projects and to the government lead by elders or 
leaders. With that, the rights of the IPs were recognized through the approval of the IPRA law, 
although it went through a lot of struggles and conflict. The law is meant to correct the historical 
injustices, and fulfill the constitutional mandate. 

 

A. Relevant Legal and Institutional Framework Applicable to the Indigenous Peoples 

12. The ADB, Philippine Government and proponents shall recognize the vital role of IPs 
as autonomous partners in development and shall fully support the development and 
empowerment of indigenous people or associations to pursue and protect their legitimate and 
collective interests and aspirations. Thus, all involved in the project will recognize, protect and 
promote the rights of indigenous cultural communities/indigenous peoples establishing 
implementing mechanisms, appropriating funds therefor, and for other purposes. 

 

1. Philippine Constitution of 1987 
 

13. Under Constitution of the Philippines a number of Articles have been included for the 
protection of the indigenous cultural communities in particular. These are: 

a. Article II of Section 22 recognizes and promotes the rights of indigenous cultural 
communities within the framework of national unity and development. 

b. Article XII of Section 5 empowers the State, subject to the provisions of this 
Constitution and national development policies and programs, shall protect the 
rights of indigenous cultural communities to their ancestral lands to ensure their 
economic, social, and cultural well-being. 
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c. Article XIII of Section 6 confers the State shall apply the principles of agrarian 
reform or stewardship, whenever applicable in accordance with law, in the 
disposition or utilization of other natural resources, including lands of the public 
domain under lease or concession suitable to agriculture, subject to prior rights, 
homestead rights of small settlers, and the rights of indigenous communities to 
their ancestral lands. 

d. Article XIV of Section 2(4) encourages non-formal, informal, and indigenous 
learning systems, as well as self-learning, independent, and out-of-school study 
programs particularly those that respond to community needs. 

e. Article XIV of Section 17 stipulates that the State shall recognize, respect, and 
protect the rights of indigenous cultural communities to preserve and develop 
their cultures, traditions, and institutions. It shall consider these rights in the 
formulation of national plans and policies. 

f. Article XVI of Section 12 empowers the Congress to create a consultative body 
to advise the President on policies affecting indigenous cultural communities, 
the majority of the members of which shall come from such communities. 

 

2. Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997 (RA 8371) 
 

14. The Indigenous Peoples in the Philippines remain as the most marginalized sector of 
society. This status continues despite the tremendous inroads achieved by communities, 
partners and advocates through years of struggle. In 1997, as result vigilance and the sustained 
advocacy of the IP sector and its partners, the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA) was 
enacted. This provided venues and legal backbone for the recognition of the Traditional Rights 
of communities over their ancestral domain. 

15. The IPRA provides for the recognition of the traditional rights of Indigenous Peoples 
over their ancestral domains through the issuance of Certificates of Ancestral Domain Title. It 
recognizes the rights of ICC’s to define their development priorities through their own Ancestral 
Domain Sustainable Development and Protection Plan and exercise management and utilize 
the natural resources within their traditional territories. 

 

3. NCIP Administrative Order No. 3, Series of 2012 
 

16. The NCIP AO 3 underscores the policy of the state that no concession, license, permit 
or lease or undertaking affecting ancestral domains will be granted or renewed without going 
through the free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) process, which is needed in the issuance 
of a Certification Precondition by the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP).  
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4. DENR-NCIP Memorandum of Agreement and Implementing Guidelines 

17. The DENR and NCIP entered into a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for the 
implementation of INREMP to ensure that provisions of the NCIP Administrative Order No. 3, 
Series of 2012 or the Revised Guidelines on Free and Prior Informed Consent and Related 
Processes of 2012, are fully considered and complied.   

18. Meanwhile, the Implementing Guidelines on the Memorandum of Agreement between 
DENR and NCIP for the Implementation of the INREMP in Municipalities with Indigenous 
People’s Communities,” was promulgated with the following objectives:  

a. Establish a common understanding and framework for the operationalization of 
the Memorandum of Agreement between DENR and NCIP for the 
implementation of the INREMP in areas with indigenous people’s communities; 

b. Set the requirements and procedures in ensuring compliance to NCIP 
Administrative Order No. 3, Series of 2012 or the Revised Guidelines on Free 
and Prior Informed Consent and Related Processes of 2012; 

c. Provide and ensure compliance with the procedure and the standards in the 
conduct   of the required validation process; and  

d. Protect the rights of the ICCs/ IPs in the introduction and implementation of 
plans, programs, projects, activities and other undertakings that will affect them 
and their ancestral domains to ensure their economic, social and cultural well-
being. 

 

5. Basic Principles of ADB Safeguards Policy, 2009 
 

19. The subproject has been categorized by ADB as IP Category B and this IP Plan was 
prepared consistent with the social impacts required of ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement of 
2009. The  proposed project is classified likely to have limited impacts on Indigenous Peoples. 
The IP Plan covers the profile of Claveria rural infrastructure subproject and includes an 
assessment of the potential social impacts during different phases and formulation of 
corresponding mitigation measures. The IP Plan was prepared by the LGU of Claveria in 
coordination with the RPCO and its consultant.   

20. ADB Policy on Safeguards requirement for Indigenous peoples recognizes the right of 
Indigenous People to direct the course of their own development. Indigenous people are 
defined in different countries in various ways. For operational purpose, the term Indigenous 
people is used to refer to a distinct, vulnerable, social and cultural group with following 
characteristics: 

a. Self-identification as members of a distinct indigenous cultural group and 
recognition of this community by others; 

b. Collective attachment to geographically distinct habitats or ancestral territories in 
the project area and to the natural resources in the habitats; 
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c. Customary, cultural, economic, social or political institutions that are separate 
from those of dominant society and culture; and 

d. A distinct language, often different from the official language of the country or 
region. 

21. According to the ADB policy, the Indigenous People’s Safeguards are triggered if a 
project directly or indirectly affects the dignity, human rights, livelihood systems or culture of 
Indigenous people or affects the territories, natural or cultural resources that Indigenous people 
own, use, occupy or claim as their ancestral property. 

22. The SPS sets out the following principles for IP safeguards in all projects in which ADB 
is involved: 

a. Screen early on to determine (i) whether Indigenous Peoples are present in, or 
have collective attachment to, the project area; and (ii) whether project impacts on 
Indigenous Peoples are likely. 

b. Undertake a culturally appropriate and gender-sensitive social impact assessment 
or use similar methods to assess potential project impacts, both positive and 
adverse, on Indigenous Peoples. Give full consideration to options the affected 
Indigenous Peoples prefer in relation to the provision of project benefits and the 
design of mitigation measures. Identify social and economic benefits for affected 
Indigenous Peoples that are culturally appropriate and gender and inter-
generationally inclusive and develop measures to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate 
adverse impacts on Indigenous Peoples. 

c. Undertake meaningful consultations with affected Indigenous Peoples 
communities and concerned Indigenous Peoples organizations to solicit their 
participation (i) in designing, implementing, and monitoring measures to avoid 
adverse impacts or, when avoidance is not possible, to minimize, mitigate, or 
compensate for such effects; and (ii) in tailoring project benefits for affected 
Indigenous Peoples communities in a culturally appropriate manner. To enhance 
Indigenous Peoples’ active participation, projects affecting them will provide for 
culturally appropriate and gender inclusive capacity development. Establish a 
culturally appropriate and gender inclusive grievance mechanism to receive and 
facilitate resolution of the Indigenous Peoples’ concerns. 

d. Ascertain the consent of affected Indigenous Peoples communities to the following 
project activities: (i) commercial development of the cultural resources and 
knowledge of Indigenous Peoples; (ii) physical displacement from traditional or 
customary lands; and (iii) commercial development of natural resources within 
customary lands under use that would impact the livelihoods or the cultural, 
ceremonial, or spiritual uses that define the identity and community of Indigenous 
Peoples. For the purposes of policy application, the consent of affected Indigenous 
Peoples communities refers to a collective expression by the affected Indigenous 
Peoples communities, through individuals and/or their recognized representatives, 
of broad community support for such project activities. Broad community support 
may exist even if some individuals or groups object to the project activities. 
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e. Avoid, to the maximum extent possible, any restricted access to and physical 
displacement from protected areas and natural resources. Where avoidance is not 
possible, ensure that the affected Indigenous Peoples communities participate in 
the design, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation of management 
arrangements for such areas and natural resources and that their benefits are 
equitably shared. 

f. Prepare an Indigenous Peoples plan (IPP) that is based on the social impact 
assessment with the assistance of qualified and experienced experts and that draw 
on indigenous knowledge and participation by the affected Indigenous Peoples 
communities. The IPP includes a framework for continued consultation with the 
affected Indigenous Peoples communities during project implementation; specifies 
measures to ensure that Indigenous Peoples receive culturally appropriate 
benefits; identifies measures to avoid, minimize, mitigate, or compensate for any 
adverse project impacts; and includes culturally appropriate grievance procedures, 
monitoring and evaluation arrangements, and a budget and time-bound actions for 
implementing the planned measures. 

g. Disclose a draft IPP, including documentation of the consultation process and the 
results of the social impact assessment in a timely manner, before project 
appraisal, in an accessible place and in a form and language(s) understandable to 
affected Indigenous Peoples communities and other stakeholders. The final IPP 
and its updates will also be disclosed to the affected Indigenous Peoples 
communities and other stakeholders. 

h. Prepare an action plan for legal recognition of customary rights to lands and 
territories or ancestral domains when the project involves (i) activities that are 
contingent on establishing legally recognized rights to lands and territories that 
Indigenous Peoples have traditionally owned or customarily used or occupied, or 
(ii) involuntary acquisition of such lands. 

i. Monitor implementation of the IPP using qualified and experienced experts; adopt 
a participatory monitoring approach, wherever possible; and assess whether the 
IPP’s objective and desired outcome have been achieved, considering the baseline 
conditions and the results of IPP monitoring.   

 

B. Brief Description about the Indigenous Peoples in the Subproject Site  

1. Population 

23. Out of the 1,377 residents of the barangay, 566 or 41% which comprises of 214 male 
and 352 female are Indigenous People (IPs) belonging to the Higaonon Tribe. On the other 
hand, the Cebuanos comprise 520 male and 291 female totaling 811 individuals. Majority of 
the IPs settled at the alienable and disposable areas particularly in the center of barangay 
Sta.Cruz and some chose to live in the forestland area adjacent to their farm lots. 
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2.  Population Density 

24. Given the 2017 total population of 1,377 and the total land area of Brgy. Sta. Cruz, 
Claveria which is 1,131.472 ha, the population density of the Barangay is 121.7 per sq km  (i.e., 
per 100 ha). 

3.  Ethnicity and Cultural Practices 

25. The Higaonon is a group of indigenous people found in Bukidnon Plateau as well as in 
the mountainous regions of Misamis Oriental and the mountain borders of Agusan and Lanao. 
The Higaonon speak a distinct language also called Higaonon, a language that is classified by 
linguists as belonging to the North Manobo branch of Greater Central Philippine languages. 
Cebuano is also used as a second language. The subsistence economy of the Higaonon is 
marked by slash-and-burn agriculture with upland rice and corn as the main crops. This activity 
is supplemented by food gathering; hunting of bats, snakes, field rats, monkeys, and various 
birds; fishing along the river using spear guns and fish poison; and logging of timber than are 
then hauled by carabaos. In terms of mythology, Higaonon myths and legends mentions Suwat, 
a great ancestor who keeps a list of people who lived during a Great Flood in the distant past.    

4.    Education 

26. The Municipality of Claveria has two (2) school districts, namely; Claveria District 1, and 
Claveria District 2.  Claveria District 1 consists of 10 Barangays from Sta. Cruz to Plaridel, as 
the Lower Barangays. The proposed access road rehabilitation will start where the Sta. Cruz 
Elementary School is located (Sta. 0+000). 

5.    Housing and Means of Livelihood.  

27. The Higaonon housing is generally built with the light materials and in combination with 
GI sheets roofing. The means of livelihood of the IP community is farming through planting of 
vegetables, root crops, and corn, including tending of draft animals, swine, and poultry. 
Vegetables are their major product, like; beans, peas, pepper, cucumber, squash, and other 
vegetables, followed by; corn, coffee, cacao, abaca, banana, and other high-value crops. 
Raising of farm animals, like; cattle, goat, pig, carabao, and native chicken is an additional 
livelihood, mostly by IP women, in the Barangay. The Barangay has a registered Tribal 
association called Sta. Cruz Higaonon Tribal Association, with Datu Eulogio D. Playto, as their 
Tribal Chieftain, which is a recipient of a Draft animal project of the Mindanao Rural 
Development Project (MRDP). 

6.    Income and Expenditure 

28. Barangay Sta. Cruz has an average monthly income of Php6,000.00, according to the 
2014 Barangay Nutrition Scholar (BNS) Survey (Table 1). This will not be enough in providing 
the basic needs of a family with five (5) members.  
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Table 1: Average Monthly Income in Barangay Sta. Cruz per Household  

Average Monthly Income  
(PhP)  Number of HH  % to Total  

a. Below 4,000  25  8.00  
b. 4001-6000  252  84.00  
c. 6001-8000  6  2.00  
d. 8001-10000  13  4.00  
e. 10001 and above  5  2.00  

TOTAL    100  
Source: CLUP 2016-2025  

 

C. Key Project Stakeholders  

29. Barangay Sta. Cruz has a total population of 1,377, composed of 734 males and 643 
females.  The female population comprises the 47%. There are 566 individuals or 41% IP’s in 
Barangay Sta. Cruz.  These social entities are considered most vulnerable individuals, with 
greater risk of health, safety, and security during the transportation of commodities, 
emergencies, and traversing the road from home, school, farm, and other points of origin. At 
present, the proposed access road subproject has a poor quality and unsafe for children, 
elderlies, families, and individuals using the said access road.   

30. A public consultation was held at Brgy. Sta. Cruz on June 22, 2018 (Appendix 3). 
Participants described that there was no existing ancestral domain claim or title within the 
location of the subproject. Nonetheless, the LGU has requested for a certification from the 
NCIP through a Letter of Request received by the NCIP Regional Office on July 25, 2018 
(Appendix 4). Consequently, the Regional NCIP referred this request to the NCIP Gingoog 
City Service Center as the municipality is within its area of responsibility. As a result, the Service 
Center responded, through a letter dated October 2, 2018, stating that the Service Center “will 
be conducting Field Based Validation relative to the application of the Local Government Unit 
of Claveria for the Rehabilitation of 2.3 kilometers access road” on October 9-11, 2018 
(Appendix 5). 

31. Meanwhile, the Service Center is still finalizing its Field Based Validation (FBV) report 
pending submission by the LGU of the Contract of Usufruct and Resolution Authorizing the 
Datu to sign for and in behalf of the ICC.  

32. More recently, the LGU has informed INREMP that instead of a Certificate of No 
Overlap, the service center has recommended the processing of the Certification Precondition 
(CP). This means that the NCIP, after the FBV, has assessed and concluded that the area is 
an ancestral domain.   

33. During the November 7, 2018 DENR INREMP and NCIP meeting, Ms. Kenjie R. Baduco 
of the NCIP CDO-III, revealed that there are IPs residing in Brgy. Sta. Cruz and have long been 
residing in the area. They are the original settlers and not IPs coming from other places as 
differentiated with the IPs residing at Brgy. Balubal, Cagayan de Oro City. Thus, in effect, it is 
their ancestral domain.  
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34. Furthermore, the NCIP Region 10 Legal Officer gives the option to the IP groups 
(tribes), on whether or not, they will apply to NCIP for the recognition and/or titling of their 
ancestral domain. The fact remains that, as per RA 8371, these are ancestral domains. Relative 
to the NCIP FBV at Bgy. Sta. Cruz, they found out that there are IPs residing in the area, who 
are the original settlers, and that their customs, traditions, and cultural practices are still intact 
or subsisting. Again, they concluded that the area is an ancestral domain. Hence, the NCIP’s 
requirement for the Contract of Usufruct and corresponding resolution as part of the 
attachments to the FBV Report. 

35. The consultations involved key project stakeholders.  In general, their concerns focused 
on the subproject’s construction phase but the identified potential adverse project impacts can 
be mitigated. The consultation participants agreed that there will be no long term adverse 
environmental impacts that will be brought about by the project.  Majority of the community 
respondents cited the ease of transport as one of the direct benefits of the road rehabilitation 
project. 

36. The subproject impact area is inhabited by the IPs who, by virtue of their very nature of 
economy and socio-cultural tradition have remained in an interior and semi-secluded territory. 
Subproject intervention could influence their lifestyle, in varying proportions depending on 
access to the proposed road. Thus, the main concern will be to safeguard the IPs’ socio-cultural 
traditions so that they will not be affected adversely by the project.  There is a need to maintain 
a balance between their cultural tradition and their economic needs, which will be important for 
future sustenance. 

 

D. Potential Adverse and Positive Effects of the Subproject   

37. The implementation of the proposed subproject will have anticipated positive and 
negative impacts to the indigenous people beneficiaries. The summary of these impacts on the 
IP beneficiaries in the project site and the corresponding enhancing and mitigating measures 
are presented in Tables 2 and 3.  

Table 2: Anticipated Negative Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Anticipated Negative Impacts Mitigating Measures 
Increase in the entry of migrants into the area.   Ensure implementation and observance of the 

barangay’s and the tribe’s ordinances or policies. 
Thus, the need to provide all the stakeholders the 
information relating to the policies and practices 
of the barangay and the tribe, particularly during 
initial community consultations before the actual 
rehabilitation, was emphasized. Culturally, Bae 
Dael emphasized the conduct of the ritual so that 
no spirits will be disturbed by the migrants. 

Possibility of increase in road accidents upon 
completion of the rehabilitation.   

The barangay will formulate corresponding 
ordinances related to the speed limit 
implementation and when to allow big trucks to 
use the access road. The installation of road 
signages was also suggested during the 
consultation.   
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Garbage The contractor should have its own compost pit 
and should practice waste segregation as it is the 
barangay’s policy. The wastes that they have 
segregated will be inspected by the barangay as 
suggested by Bae Dael. Moreover, as this is also 
identified under the environmental impact, the 
barangay LGU and the SPMU should closely 
monitor the implementation of the EIAMMP and 
that the mitigating action to address this concern 
is carried out by the contractor.   

Noise, dust, mud, smoke during road 
rehabilitation.   

As this is also identified under the environmental 
impact, the barangay LGU and the SPMU should 
closely monitor the implementation of the 
EIAMMP and that the mitigating action to address 
this concern is carried out by the contractor.   

Possible negative impact on the IP culture Bae Dael underscored the importance of having 
the ritual before the actual rehabilitation starts. For 
them, this would ensure that there will be no 
negative impact on the Higaonon’s culture. In the 
same vein, Datu Eulogio Playto said that the 
subproject will have no negative effect on their 
culture as they will include it in the ritual they are 
going to conduct. 

 

 

Table 3: Anticipated Positive Impacts and Enhancement Measures 

Anticipated Positive Impacts Enhancing Measures 
Ease in the transport of produce to the market. In relation to the increase in public utility vehicles 

and their number of trips to serve the increasing 
demand of transportation services, the barangay 
LGU can come up with an ordinance to regulate 
the traffic flow, vehicular volume and 
transportation/ hauling cost of farm produce to the 
market. The SPMU can provide the necessary 
inputs/ training/ guidance on this to the BLGU.  

Increase in access to health and other 
government services. 

IEC and consultations that will be conducted will 
consider responsiveness and sensitivity to the 
traditional culture of the IP community.  

Improvement in the access to educational 
facilities 

The LGU through the Local School Board and 
DepEd Agency will endeavor to ensure the 
implementation of programs or scholarships 
particularly for the residents of the barangay.   

Increase in household income. Trainings on basic financial management will be 
made part of the capability building intervention. 
Further, IP families who would want to avail of 
services of how to open a bank account will be 
assisted by the LGU in close coordination with 
NCIP. 
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Provision of jobs to qualified IPs and women With the provision of job hiring scheme in the 
implementation of the subproject, “Local First 
Hiring Policy” will be promoted to ensure that 
hiring of local IP laborers and workers must be 
prioritized through Memorandum of Agreement 
between Contractor and the procuring entity. IEC 
and consultations that will be conducted will 
consider responsiveness and sensitivity to the 
traditional culture of the IP community. Skills 
training will also be provided to the IPs so that 
they can have better opportunities to be qualified 
for employment. The significant involvement of 
women throughout all the phases of the 
construction will also be ensured.  

 

E. Gender-Sensitive Assessment of Subproject Perception 

38. The proposed subproject will encourage the participation of both the males and 
females. This will open jobs and new opportunities for workers to be recruited along the 
subproject road. Local labor will be employed. Men are to carry out manual and unskilled tasks. 
Moreover, increased productivity, increase in additional income and more opportunities for IP 
women are the tangible benefits to women with the proposed subproject. Reduction in 
transportation costs will translate into extra cash for women who do the family budget. Saved 
extra cash can be spent to other needs of families such as health and education. Ease of 
transport will directly impact on the improved safety and health of women and children, as 
health services will be accessible. 

39. The women will also be involved in the planning, consultation, monitoring and 
evaluation activities and also during the operation and maintenance of the completed 
subproject. During the planning and consultation of the subproject, the women will be of big 
help especially in the documentation process. Women residing in the along the subproject area 
will also be encouraged in monitoring and reporting of any development or changes in the 
subproject. During the two (2) public consultations conducted on June 6 & 22, 2018, the 
significant involvement of women throughout all the phases of the construction was 
emphasized. Women participation can be a time-keeper, care-taker of the bunkhouse or to 
check the attendance of the workers.  

 

IV. CONSULTATION, PARTICIPATION AND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 

 

A. Consultation and Participation  

40. In the formulation of the Indigenous People Plan process, it includes stakeholders’ 
participation and consultation to assist LGUs attain public acceptance of the subproject. A 
series of consultations with its the influenced Barangay Sta. Cruz and the local government 
unit of Claveria confirmed that the rehabilitation of Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak Access Road 
is essential for economic development and will not endanger the community’s environment and 
negatively affect the Higanon’s culture.  
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41. During consultations, the proponent together with its consultant made a presentation 
about the subproject objective, project description, proposed civil works, and the anticipated 
environmental impacts and their corresponding mitigation measures. The consultations went 
very well and the discussions were documented. The results of the consultation were positive, 
with local people considering that the road will bring significant economic benefits to the 
barangays and increase trade flows. The concerns on the subproject mainly revolved around 
potential impacts during the project’s construction phase although these impacts can surely be 
mitigated. The community participants agreed that there will be no long term adverse 
environmental impacts brought about by the project. Majority of the community respondents 
cited the ease of transport as one of the direct benefits of the road rehabilitation project. Other 
details are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: Summary of Stakeholder Views of the Road Rehabilitation 

Key Issues Responses 
Benefits from the access road 
rehabilitation expressed by on- site 
and off-site 
stakeholders  

The following are the responses of the participants when asked 
what benefits they are expecting to gain from the subproject:  
 Ease in the transport of produce to the market.  
 Increase in access to health and other government services.  
 Improvement in the access to educational facilities.  
 Increase in household income and 
 Provision of jobs to qualified IPs and women.  

Pre-construction phase issues   Although no issues were identified in this phase, Bae Dael 
underscored the importance of having the ritual before the 
actual rehabilitation starts. For them, this would ensure that 
there will be no negative impact on the Higaonon’s culture and 
that no spirits will be disturbed by the migrants. In addition, 
Engr. Perino emphasized that during the initial consultation of 
the LGU, contractor and the community, the IP leaders should 
be able to inform all stakeholders regarding the Higaonons 
cultural and traditional policies and practices. 

The contractor embanking the 
excavated soil anywhere by the road. 

 Request the contractor, whoever it may be, to excavate 
slowly and cautiously and embank the soil immediately to 
road sections that need to be filled.  

 Provide spotter personnel to assist in the operation of the 
heavy equipment.  

The   contractor may accidentally spill 
diesel or used oil.   

 The barangay LGU will monitor the proper disposal and 
storage of wastes by the contractor. There must be an 
agreement on the disposal of wastes and provide 
containers for diesel and used oil.  

 

Contractor washing their own 
equipment in the nearby water 
surface.  

 RPCO’s staff suggested that community members should 
remain watchful during the course of subproject 
implementation.  

 Prohibition of cleaning/washing of any equipment directly to 
open surface water.  

Improper disposal of sanitary and    
solid waste from the workers’ bunk 
house 

 provision of toilet facilities to workers, provision of trash bins 
by the contractor for proper segregation and disposal of 
biodegradables from non-biodegradables 

 increase in suspended dust 
particulates, obnoxious gas and 
particulate emissions and increased 
noise levels during grading and 
excavation work 

 wet areas of dust sources along vehicle rout, cover cargoes 
with tarpaulin sheets or equivalent covering 

 ensure compliance of equipment to manufacturers’ 
maintenance requirements and to government emission 
standards 
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Key Issues Responses 
Obstruction of public access through 
roads during grading operation and 
excavation works 

 Provide access thru the site by proper scheduling of grading 
and excavation works 

 PO, MLGU and BLGU should ensure that the contractor will 
not mix concrete near the farm lot or near water surface 
nearby. Contractor should be advised to have their own 
mixing board. Contractor should also be advised to concrete 
one (1) lane at a time so as not to hinder transport of goods 
and services. 

 Loud noise of trucks and equipment 
in the community especially at night 
causing disturbance at nighttime. 

 The contractor will avoid night-time construction works 

Construction workers roaming around 
during nighttime or having a videoke.  

 The Barangay has an ordinance pertaining to curfew hour at 
10:00 PM. 

Presence of Ancestral Domain  During the IP Public Consultation conducted on June 22, 
2018 at Brgy. Sta. Cruz, the participants said that there is no 
existing ancestral domain claim or title within the location of 
the subproject. 

  Operation and Maintenance Phase 
 obstruction of run-off    along 
drainage canals   causing run-off 
overflow    leading to erosion of the   
road 

 regular removal of debris, logs and other materials along 
drainage canals to avoid clogging by the BLGU 

Over speeding of all vehicles Passing 
by in residential areas  

 The Barangay will pass an ordinance pertaining to speed 
limit in the barangay. 

Overloaded of truck haulers passing 
through the access road 

 The Barangay will pass an ordinance pertaining to load limit 
and when to allow their entry. 

Wildlife habitat affected  The IPs and Non-IPs living in the area are protecting wildlife 
habitat. 

impact mitigation measures  Aside from the anticipated issues and its corresponding 
mitigations/ responses mentioned on the previous table, the 
TA-PMIC also identified potential issues and mitigation 
measures that the subproject might face. These issues and 
measures are all captured on the social impact mitigation of 
Claveria, Misamis Oriental. 

 

42. It was concluded during the consultations that the proposed subproject will not “affect 
the dignity, human rights, livelihood systems, or culture of indigenous people”. The proposed 
INREMP rehabilitation of access road in Barangay Sta. Cruz will not adversely impact on the 
identity, dignity, human rights, livelihood systems or culture of the affected tribe. The People’s 
Organization as well as the leaders of the IP community are supportive of the project and can 
see clear and direct benefits from this road rehabilitation project. 

43. The subproject will also not involve any activities or investments that will provide for or 
allow commercial development of cultural resources or indigenous knowledge; provide for or 
allow commercial development of natural resources that would impact the livelihoods or 
cultural, ceremonial or spiritual use of land that would impact the identity or community; provide 
for or allow restrictions in use of, or access to, protected areas and natural resources; or require 
displacement from traditional or customary lands. 

44. Social risks and mitigation measures related to public safety, damaged to properties, 
and traffic safety and management were also discussed. Additionally, the implementation 
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schedule, organizations responsible in the implementation, and most importantly, the grievance 
redress mechanism were discussed and explained during the community consultations. 

B. Information Disclosure 

45. The INREMP’s IP Development Framework  underscores the importance of meaningful 
consultation with IP communities at each stage of project preparation and implementation.  
Through these consultations, the IPDF states that potential adverse and positive effects of the 
subproject can be identified with the affected IP communities. Subsequently, mitigating and/ or 
enhancing measures can thus be mutually developed with the IP communities.  The public 
consultations were used as the primary tools of discussion with the community and to assess 
and enhance public understanding on the proposed road access rehabilitation subproject. 
Effort was made to understand and incorporate people’s views regarding the potential impact 
of the road access rehabilitation and their feedback, the tangible and intangible belief systems 
and structures and customary laws. Some of these meetings were conducted in the presence 
of the Municipal Planning and Development Officer and Provincial Planning and Coordinating 
Officer engineers, rural infrastructure engineer, DENR staff with technical assistance of the 
consultant. This approach of community participatory consultation adopted towards the 
formulation of this IPP will be continued throughout the project implementation and monitoring 
phases. 

46. The IP Plan documenting the mitigation measures and consultation processes will be 
submitted to ADB for posting on their website, DENR-FMB, the Municipality of Claveria, DENR 
regional office, which will make them available to the public. More informal and vigorous level 
of disclosure and consultations will be done during implementation through setting up a formal 
grievance redress mechanism/committee, with a representation from the affected people, 
including the IPs. Field consultant, in association with the Contractor will be responsible for 
managing the effective grievance redress program. 

 

V. BENEFICIAL MEASURES 

47. The major positive impact of the subproject will be in the economic aspect, as well as 
better accessibility. The subproject will directly benefit the people located within the barangay, 
especially the Pugaan Upland Growers Association, through improved access to basic 
services, and economic development. 

48. During the public consultations conducted on June 6, 2018 (Appendix 6) and June 22, 
2018, the IP and non-IP farmer beneficiaries identified the beneficial impacts of the Proposed 
Rehabilitation of Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak Access Road. These are as follows: 

a. Ease in the transport of produce to the market 

A woman participant said that those residents whose farms are remotely located 
will no longer have difficulty in the transportation of their produce. Hauling of farm 
inputs and farm produce such as high-value crops, root crops, corn and abaca will 
be easily transported to the nearest market once the access road is rehabilitated. It 
will most likely boost the cycle of economic activities in the influence area. Thus, 
public utility vehicles may also increase their number of trips to serve the increasing 
demand of transportation services.  
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Another woman participant mentioned that there will be a decrease in the 
occurrence of damaged produce and thus, maintain the high quality of the farm 
products which will, in return, provide higher income to the resident-farmers and 
encourage the farmers to produce more. She added that it will also increase the 
value of the farmlands.  

b. Increase in access to health and other government services 

Aside from the potential of reducing road accidents, a participant described that 
emergency situations particularly regarding the peace and order could easily be 
responded to due to the rehabilitation of the road. In the same manner, Health 
service providers can easily disseminate and acquire vital information on health 
issues and respond to concerns on time.  Government agencies including the LGU 
will be able to regularly visit and monitor the area to deliver the needed services 
particularly provision of skills trainings and capability building to enhance the IP 
community’s capacity to engage in livelihood, financial assistance and marketing 
linkages.  

c. Improvement in the access to educational facilities 

With the improved road, the travel time of the school age children will be reduced 
and thereby, encouraging them to go to school.  Expectedly, there will increase of 
number in enrollees from the subproject area. A resident of the barangay 
manifested that he has not experienced ease in transportation using the subject 
access road. He further stated that there are many residents who have not achieved 
higher level in education due to the difficulty going to the school. He hopes that 
more will become professionals in their barangay after the road will be rehabilitated.  

d. Increase in household income 

With the rehabilitation of the road, there will be better and easier access from farm 
to market, thus, it is inviting to the agricultural investors to finance in the area due 
to advantages in less hauling cost of farm inputs and farm produce including 
reduction of possible post-harvest losses. It will also generate more employment for 
farm workers, encourage local IP community to engage in small businesses like 
sari-sari store, buy and sell of abaca fiber. It will most likely boost the cycle of 
economic activities in the influence area, hence, public utility vehicles may also 
increase their number of trips to serve the increasing demand of transportation 
services.   

e. Provision of jobs to qualified IPs and women 

With the provision of job hiring scheme in the implementation of the subproject, 
“Local First Hiring Policy” will be promoted to ensure that hiring of local IP laborers 
and workers must be prioritized through Memorandum of Agreement between 
Contractor and the procuring entity. IEC and consultations that will be conducted 
will consider responsiveness and sensitivity to the traditional culture of the IP 
community.  Skills training will also be provided to the IPs so that they can have 
better opportunities to be qualified for employment. The significant involvement of 
women throughout all the phases of the construction was emphasized during the 
consultation.  
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VI. MITIGATIVE MEASURES 

49. The beneficiaries of the subproject mentioned the following concerns that may bring 
about negative impacts to the community if not mitigated. 

a. Increase in the entry of migrants into the area 
 
On this particular aspect, the participants said that they have a curfew which is 10:00 
PM in the evening.  The consultant emphasized that during the initial consultation of the 
LGU, the contractor and the community should be able to inform all stakeholders 
regarding the Higaonons cultural and traditional policies and practices. After the road 
will be rehabilitated, although the biodiversity of the barangay will be exposed to 
poachers, this is being guarded by the Higaonon tribe. As to the possible increase in 
water demand, the community said that water is not a problem in the barangay.  
 
To mitigate, the subproject will ensure implementation and observance of the 
barangay’s and the tribe’s ordinances or policies. Thus, the need to provide all the 
stakeholders the information relating to the policies and practices of the barangay and 
the tribe, particularly during initial community consultations before the actual 
rehabilitation, was emphasized. Culturally, a participant emphasized the conduct of the 
ritual so that no spirits will be disturbed by the migrants. 

b. Possibility of increase in road accidents upon completion of the rehabilitation   
 
With the rehabilitation of the access road, the jeepneys and motorcycles plying the route 
would pick up more speed in transporting produce or people. Currently, the barangay 
does not have a speed limit ordinance, but they will formulate such in the coming 
months. In addition, a participant suggested that there should also be road signage in 
certain parts of the road. Bae Dael also suggested that the barangay should pass an 
ordinance when big trucks are allowed to use the access road. 

c. Garbage. 
 
The participants mentioned that the contractor should have its own compost pit and 
should practice waste segregation which the barangay has a corresponding policy. The 
wastes that they have segregated will be inspected by the barangay.  

 

d. Noise, dust, mud, smoke during road rehabilitation 

The beneficiaries did not see these as a negative impact because for them, these are 
anticipated effects of the rehabilitation work for the betterment of their access road 
which they underscored as more important than such effects. To ensure traffic flow, 
one-lane measures should also be implemented which will probably be implemented 
by a flag woman as suggested by a participant.  
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e. Possible negative impact on the IP culture 
 
A participant underscored the importance of having the ritual before the actual 
rehabilitation starts. For IP participants, this would ensure that there will be no negative 
impact on the Higaonon’s culture. Particularly on June 6, 2018 public consultation, Datu 
Eulogio Playto said that the subproject will have no negative effect on their culture as 
they will include it in the ritual they are going to conduct. Furthermore, he said that, “we 
will pray that all who will enter in our sitios and barangay will only bring good luck and 
development in our community and will not cause any threat to our culture.” 

 

 

VII. CAPACITY BUILDING 

50. The capacity building initiatives for the community are outlined with respect to all 
affected IPs including women and youth. These trainings are meant to be held collectively for 
the tribe and/or the barangay at a time and place chosen by the participants and would be 
specifically customized for each target participant. The skills training modules should be in their 
vernacular language.  

51. Before arranging skills development trainings, the IP community will be organized for 
orientation workshop by the social safeguard’s expert, Government Agencies or NGO 
Technical Staff on expected project output and benefits. The orientation program will comprise 
sessions on development of the human capital especially women and youth groups by adapting 
them to the oncoming opportunities, enhancing traditional and other learned skills and 
empowering them in a socio-culturally beneficial and appropriate manner. The workshops will 
be organized at various suitably located place as per convenience of the IP community.  

 

VIII. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 
 

52. The Local Government Unit of Claveria has properly conducted the consultations with 
the different stakeholders of the sub-project site. However, it still must make room for possible 
issues, concerns, or grievances and disputes arising from the communities in relation to the 
project implementation. Thus, it sets up a Grievance Redress Mechanism to provide a venue 
for resolving grievances and disputes even at the lowest level. This will be done to resolve 
disputes as early and as quickly as possible before it escalates to an unmanageable level.   

53. Since, the community consultations were conducted smoothly and no adverse or violent 
reactions have been noted, there are only minor grievances that are anticipated which may 
arise.  These are listed below: 

a. Road accessibility related grievances – This may include complaints from 
communities using the roads under repair or construction due to temporary 
obstructions, which may cause delay in travel tome and other inconveniences of the 
travelling public. 
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b. Constructions related grievances – Community members may demand to be hired 
as part of the labor force in the project construction/implementation. This may also 
include complaints of community members regarding noise, drainage, and etc. 

c. Indigenous Peoples related grievances – It may come from IPs residing within the 
influence areas concerned with potential effects to ecological and social resources 
of their area/abode. 

54. Giving primacy to the traditional conflict resolution system, grievances will be handled 
following the procedure outlined below. In resolving disputes among the indigenous peoples, 
the determination or decision is usually reached through dialogue and consensus. There may 
be several conflict resolution sessions according to the specific tribe’s customary laws before 
the dispute may be resolve. Thus, there is no clear definite timeline on when the conflict or 
dispute should be settled at the level of the clan and the Council of Elders.  

a. Dispute/grievance will be resolved first among the members of the clan; 

b. If the said grievance/dispute is not resolved at the clan level, this will be brought to 
the level of the Council of Elders (COE); and 

c. If still unresolved at the COE level, the said dispute/grievance will be submitted to 
the NCIP Regional Hearing Officer, for resolution, where the decision will be final 
and executory.  The dispute/ grievance will be heard and adjudicated in accordance 
with the Rules on Pleadings, Practice and Procedures before the NCIP. 

55. The Head Chieftain and the Barangay Chairman may be contacted through Ms. Vivian 
Salvo: 09364560151 

 

IX. MONITORING, REPORTING AND EVALUATION 

56. According to ADB SPS 2009, implementation of IPP will have to be monitored closely 
both internally and externally on a bi-annual basis. The INREMP IPDF also prescribes the 
external and internal monitoring of the IPP implementation.   Both these monitoring shall be 
guided by the monitoring and evaluation and reporting requirements as discussed below and 
as stated in the IPDF.  The IPDF identified three (3) internal and four (4) external monitoring 
as indicators as follows: 

 Internal Monitoring Indicators: a) budget and timeframe; b) pubic participation and 
consultation; and c) benefit monitoring (Appendix 7)  

 External Monitoring Indicators: a) basic information on IP households; b) levels of 
IP satisfaction; c) other impacts and d) IP indicators.  (Appendix 8)  

 

A. Internal Monitoring  

57. The DENR will set up an internal monitoring system comprising of an IP Safeguard 
Officer, IP community and especially the affected IPs through their respective tribe and any 
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other social institutions to monitor the IPP implementation. For daily monitoring of IPP, the 
Regional Project Coordinating Office will engage one dedicated person at community level, 
who will interact closely with the affected IP households, and tribe on a priority basis. The staff 
will also disclose project information, and IP activities and program schedule. Also, the RPCO 
would also observe progress at construction site and make plan of activities in accordance with 
IPP schedule in advance. The Implementing RPCO field person should monitor this activity. 
The social safeguards expert will provide guidance to the RPCO, IP Safeguard Officer to carry 
out the tasks. Periodic internal monitoring report will also be prepared by the social safeguard’s 
expert. 

58. The Council of Elder may form one participatory monitoring group from a community 
who should be keeping track of all implementation activities including IPP and civil construction 
works. This community level participatory monitoring group will be trained by the RPCO who 
will work in close association with the community group, and give necessary feedback to 
support internal daily monitoring and supervision of subproject construction and IP activities. 

59. One purpose of internal monitoring is to evaluate whether IPP activities have benefitted 
the IP community, especially the poor, unemployed youth, women and served the objective the 
plan has been prepared for. On the other hand, the monitoring will also cover if mitigation 
measures proposed for offsetting the negative impacts are really effective. The impact 
investigation will take time for arriving at conclusive opinion regarding effectiveness of IPP. 
However, some trend of benefitting the IP community may emerge after implementation of the 
IPP. 

 

B. External Monitoring  

60. One external monitor will also be engaged by DENR. The external monitor will conduct 
monitoring survey based on monitoring indicators provided in the TOR that will showcase 
usefulness of IPP and whether the IP community has benefitted from implementation of IPP 
activities. The monitoring indicators may include: adequacy of community consultation, 
culture/tradition related grievance, community-outsider conflict resolution, implementation of 
trafficking measures, adoption of new livelihoods, acceptance of skill development trainings, 
increase in income level, reduced time and cost of journey to the ‘purok’ and town, increased 
access to other parts of the barangays, work opportunities in road construction, and others. 
IPP activities will also be judged by their beneficial effects on the community. One indicator is 
to study how an IP community has changed towards a better community. 

61. Any shortfall or adverse impact of the IPP will also be identified by the external monitor 
and corrective actions may be suggested. The External Monitor will submit periodic reports as 
required.  

 

C. Reporting  

62. The social safeguards expert will submit quarterly internal monitoring report to DENR. 
The External Monitor will submit semi-annual reports to DENR and the DENR through the 
National Project Coordinating Office will be responsible for submitting the reports to ADB for 
review and disclosure. 
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X. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENT 

63. Mobilization of the influence community including the IPs within the area will also be 
undertaken just to ensure the timely maintenance of the completed facility (Table 5). There’s a 
need for them to be involve being the direct users and in order to develop a sense of ownership 
and responsibility of the proposed subproject. 

64. Through Executive Order No. 00015-18 (Appendix 9), the LGU of Claveria 
reconstituted the subproject Management Unit. The SPMU is tasked, among others, to prepare, 
implement  and comply with the required social, technical and environmental safeguards, such 
as, but not limited to, resettlement plan acquisition of right of ways, environmental compliances 
certificate/ certificate  on non-coverage, to ensure the readiness of the subproject; incorporate 
social dimensions to the subproject design and implementation by conducting public 
consultation, information education and advocacy  to the local development council and the 
communities.  

65. The Project Management Implementation Consultants will be engaged to do the 
following: 1) Review and provide recommendations regarding the affected/participating IP 
communities included in subproject feasibility studies as prepared by URB consultants to 
ensure conformity with the IPDF and ADB's other social development policies, 2) Visit sites, 
examine and provide recommendations regarding subprojects to determine any opportunities 
to enhance positive impacts on IPs/IP communities, 3) Assist in developing and implementing 
the training program on IP sensitivity aspects, 4) Assist NPCO in setting up internal monitoring 
system and provide guidance in the contracting and implementation of external monitoring for 
IP safeguards, and 5) Review and provide comments to the sub-project proposals using the 
framework of IPDF  and policy on social safeguards. 

 

Table 5: Implementation Schedule  

Activities Indicative Schedule 
Subproject Implementation July 2019-April 2020 
Setting up of subproject management 
unit 

Jan. 2015 

 Procurement of contractor or bidding 
process 

May-July 2019 

Approval of the IPP June 2019 
Updating and Disclosure of the IPP June 2019 
Implementation of IPP July to June 2019  
Internal Monitoring Continuous, starting 3rd quarter 2019 
Submission of Internal Monitoring 
Report 

Semi-Annual, Starting 30 June 2019 

External Monitoring Semi-annual (May and November) 
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XI. BUDGET AND FINANCING 
 

66. The estimated budget is made to provide financing mechanism for successful 
implementation of IPP activities. These include sensitization about impact of development 
projects on IPs, awareness about their issues, comprehensive orientation on indigenous 
peoples’ concerns in development, the relevant safeguards instruments and mechanisms, as 
well as specific issues of indigenous peoples in the province on the one hand and development 
of the human capital especially women and youth by acclimatizing them to the oncoming 
opportunities, enhancing traditional and other learned skills and empowering them in a socio-
culturally beneficial and appropriate manner. Based on the Municipality’s 2018 Annual 
Investment Plan, the municipality has allotted funds for the conduct of activities for the IPs in 
the municipal and barangay levels. In particular, the LGU also has an allotted fund for activities 
and other livelihood assistance to IPs (Appendix 10).  
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Appendix 1: Sta. Cruz Higaonon Tribal Association (SCHTA) Resolution of Consent (Visayan and English) 
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EXCERPT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE CONDUCTED ASSEMBLY OF THE HIGAONON 
TRIBE OF BARANGAY STA. CRUZ, THIS 22ND DAY OF THE MONTH OF JUNE 2018. 
 
Present (as listed above): 
 

RESOLUTION NO. 1 
Series of 2018 

 
 
RESOLUTION GIVING CONSENT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES (DENR, INREMP) IN THE CONCRETING OF THE ROAD FROM 
CENTRO STA. CRUZ TO SITIO LAPAK. 
 
 
WHEREAS, the people including the Higaonons of Barangay Sta. Cruz has suffered in the 
slippery, bumpy road from Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak wherein there are a number of small 
farmers; 
 
WHEREAS, most of the various farm products, such as vegetables, corn, sweet potato, 
cassava, have perished in quality since they are just transported by animal driven carts and 
single motorcycles (habal-habal) and there are no jeepneys that could enter the area; 
 
WEHREAS, the INREMP DENR has a road rehabilitation project (concreting) in which all 
Higaonons including the non-IPs are thankful; 
 
NOW, through the motion of Cecelia U. Dael and seconded by Merle A. Lagat; 
 
IT HAS BEEN RESOLVED THAT, this resolution of support is respectfully given by the Higanon 
to the funding agency of this project for the concreting of the road from Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio 
Lapak; 
 
RESOLVED THAT, to provide copy of this resolution for the support of the concreting of the 
road from Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak; 
======================================================================== 

I AM ATTESTING THIS as it is my right to whatever development this resolution will 
make.  
 
 
 
(Sgd.) EULOGIO D. PLAYTO    (Sgd.) VIVALUNA B. EDRALIN 
President       Secretary 
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Appendix 2: PO PUGA and Brgy. Council Consultative Meetings and Resolutions of 
Endorsement   
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Appendix 3: IP and IEE Public Consultation on June 22, 2018 (English) 

 

Republic of the Philippines 
PROVINCE OF Misamis Oriental 

Municipality of Claveria 
 

MINUTES OF INREMP RI SUBPROJECT: REHABILITATION OF CENTRO STA. CRUZ TO 
SITIO LAPAK ACCESS ROAD INDIGENOUS PEOPLE (IP) CONSULTATION held in Sta. Cruz 
Barangay Hall, Sta. Cruz, Claveria, MIsamis Oriental on June 22, 2018.  
 
TIME STARTED: 10:39 AM  
 
I. Opening Prayer – Bae Cecilia Dael 
 
II. INTRODUCTION – Engr. Bebot greeted the participants and appreciated their time spent in 
attending the activity. It was observed that the expected number of participants were far from the 
number who attended. He then asked the body what happened because as early as June 5 this 
activity was already set and the Barangay Council of Sta Cruz was aware and volunteered 
themselves to inform their IP constituents about this activity.  
 
It was learned that this date was also set to be the release of Senior Citizen pensions and there 
was also a scheduled activity for those parents who have children which is unregistered at the 
Local Civil Registrar. He then asked the body for any suggestion about the situation. Bae Dael 
suggested that the officials must worked the situation out because of the conflict of schedule. 
Engr. Bebot then asked the body if they can guarantee that those IPs who did not attend this 
activity will also be informed about the project once asked.  
 
Bae Dael evaluated the consensus of the activity and even asked for a reschedule. Kag. Salbo 
objected and told the body that the Barangay Council will conduct a by Sitio re-echo activity for 
those IPs who can’t attend today’s IP consultation activity to ensure that the information be 
properly disseminated. Pastor Patindol seconded and even added that it is of great help if the 
Barangay Council will conduct a synchronized sitio assembly for the information dissemination 
and consultation about the project. Bae Dael also agreed to the idea.  It was then agreed by the 
body that the suggestion of Kag. Salvo be taken and assigned personnel responsible for the said 
by Sitio re-echo activity. 
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III. CONSULTATION PROPER – Engr. Jemuel asked the body to raise their hands if they are 
Higaonon (see picture) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Engr. Jemuel then explained that INREMP has two components, (1) the Rural Infrastructure or 
the access road rehabilitation project and (2) the Natural Resources Management or the 
reforestation project. And that this consultation activity will only tackle and focus on road access 
rehabilitation project. He then requested to present the details of the said access road. 
 
Engr. Bebot presented the brief technical description of the proposed sub-Project-Rehabilitation 
of Centro Sta. Cruz to Sitio Lapak Access Road to the Indigenous People. Road length is 2.4 
kms., with 4meters wide, 0.5-meter shoulder at both sides and 0.5-meter ditch canal also in both 
sides (a total of 6 meters wide) and 8 inches thick. He has informed the IP of the initial estimated 
cost of more or less PhP17M in which the funding source would be an 80% loan from INREMP 
and 20% counterpart from LGU and that the cost will vary after the validation. Engr. Bebot 
emphasized that the 6-meter wide access road for rehabilitation is clear from any obstructions. 
He informed the body that the access road to be rehabilitated will start at the junction along Sta 
Cruz Elementary School and will end at the Lanise-Malitbog intersection road. 
Pastor Patindol commented that if the INREMP could possibly cope up with the Asian Highway 
standards. 
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Engr. Bebot answered that the INREMP was limited to 4-meter and that NRM and RI are partners. 
Without the presence of NRM project there will be no RI project. NRM will be the primary project 
that will be supported by RI project. Engr. Bebot then inquired the body if there were still details 
about the road access project that were unclear to them. 
 
In chorus: Understood. 
 
Engr. Jemuel requested the INREMP personnel to raise their hands and directed the body that if 
ever they have additional questions about INREMP then they must not hesitate to approach those 
personnel. 
 
Engr Jemuel:  Is Higaonon tribe the only tribe in this barangay? 
 
In chorus: yes, Higaonon only. 
 
Engr Jemuel:  Now that you have known the details of the said access road project, what were 
the benefits you expect to get from the project? 
 
Bae Dael: For those whose farms are remotely located, the project will provide efficient access to 
the farm owners in transporting their goods to the market.    
 
Albert Berano: I have never experienced a concreted road in this place, I believe that the absence 
of a decent access road is one of the factors that many of us in this place did not attained high 
education degree, the struggle we encountered in hiking when going to school and in transporting 
patients during emergencies will be lessened if the said project will be implemented. 
 
Leonora Lagat: We will benefit by being able to easily transport our products. We will be producing 
quality farm products, high-cost farm products and higher farm income. Farmers will now be 
encouraged to plant more and that we will have a higher land value.  
 
Engr. Jemuel: What are the other benefits? 
 
Pastor Patindol: It will maintain peace and order because it will provide easy access to law 
enforcers. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: Do you think there are negative effects in implementing the project? 
 
No one answered. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: Who are those people that will use the project? Please raise your hands. 
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Engr. Jemuel: Who are the government agencies that will use the road? 

Pastor Patindol: DA, LGU, PNP/AFP, DENR, ICRAF, DOH/RHU 

Engr. Jemuel: How about private companies? 

Bae Dael: Del Monte, Dole, Philip Morris… 

In chorus: fish peddlers, habal-habal operators… 

Leonora Lagat: Motorists from Malitbog and other neighboring Municipalities 

 
Engr. Jemuel explained that there are phases to be considered in implementing this project. The 
first phase is the pre-construction activities, members of the sponsoring agency including the 
contractors will come here in your barangay for a dialogue. It is important that you would educate 
them about the policies and culture of the Barangay.  
 
Engr. Jemuel: Now, what will you tell the contractors to prevent them from committing mistakes? 
 
Bae Dael: We will tell them that we will conduct a ritual before we start the construction so that 
forgiveness will be sought in case there are disturbances. The Contractor and the INREMP will 
sponsor the said ritual. 
 
Engr. Bebot: There is no such INREMP guidelines that will allow INREMP to sponsor a ritual, it is 
the contractors that will disturb the road so you may ask them to sponsor the ritual. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: What other policies would you tell the LGU/Contractor/INREMP before the 
construction starts? 
 
Bae Dael: We will tell them that they must also hire local residents to work on the said project. 
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Engr. Jemuel explained that those skilled workers must be of the contractor’s choice, but the un-
skilled workers may be hired from local residents. 
 
Bae Dael: We will tell them that it is against the law of the Higaonons to bring girls other than 
construction workers in the construction site. 
 
Mrs. Baco: Labor works and work requirements must be divided equally to all qualified workers. 
 
Engr. Jemuel encouraged the body to tell the contractor about the things mentioned above. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: Are there any women interested in working on the project?  
Women in chorus: We…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The project will not be able to proceed without employing women. In the negotiation with the 
contractor, agreements will be discussed regarding possible works for women Engr. Jemuel said. 
 
 
Engr. Jemuel: Is there any problem if the contractor will construct the bunkhouse? Will they not 
compete with your water supply? 
 
Mrs Baco: There is no problem in terms of water consumption, we have plenty of water here. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: how about their garbage? 
 
Bae Dael: They must construct their own compost pit and comfort rooms 
 
In chorus: We already have barangay ordinance for waste segregation, they must observe it. 
 
Bae Dael: the contractor must segregate their garbage and it must be monitored by the barangay. 
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Engr. Jemuel: Do you have any law about leisure and recreation such as video-k during night 
time? 
 
In chorus: We have a 10PM curfew. 
 
Again Engr. Jemuel reminded the body not to forget to tell the contractor about these matters. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: How about the noise, is it possible that you could tolerate the noise or dust? 
 
Mrs. Baco: We will advise the contractor to construct their bunkhouse away from barangay center. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: What will you tell them during the second step, the construction? Are dust and 
noise will not be a problem to you during construction? 
 
Bae Dael: We will be considerate because this is for our own benefit. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: How about the senior citizens, what can you say? 
 
In chorus: it’s okay. The construction site is a bit far. 
 
Bae Dael: One of the reasons why we should conduct a ritual, is to avoid disturbance. 
 
Pastor Patindol: the contractor must dig a hole for their waste disposal 
 
Engr. Jemuel: It is possible that during construction there are spilled used oil that may run through 
the creeks and some soil erosion, what can you say about that? 
 
Bae Dael: We can forgive the lapses. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: Is the construction can cause difficulty to habal-habal operators and commuters? 
 
Pastor Patindol: Yes, but we will request the contractor to provide at least one lane or a temporary 
passage way to be assisted by a flagman/flagwoman.  
 
Engr. Jemuel: How about the students, it will cause them delay? 
 
Bae Dael: Those are temporary problems with solutions, what is important is to implement the 
project and to have a better access road. 
 
In chorus: It’s okay, we can bear the situation. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: The third step is the post-construction; if you will have a better access road it is 
possible that habal-habal operators will increase their speed. What can you say about that? 
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Bae Dael: As of now, we have no ordinance about speed limit but we can work on that and request 
the council to make one. 
 
Pastor Patindol: We will adopt national law on speed limit particularly in school zones and to install 
signages to slow down. 
 
Engr Jemuel: Is it possible for the council to make an ordinance about speed limit? 
 
Pastor Patindol: we will request that. 
 
Bae Dael: We will also suggest/generate time schedule when to let heavy trucks to use the road. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: What would be the effects of rehabilitating the road on your culture? 
 
Bae Dael: We must maintain the road, or else it will be destroyed. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: What will happen to your culture, to the Higaonons, if you will have a better access 
road and other people can easily access your place? 
 
Bae Dael: It can’t affect because they will pay… we will assign personnel to watch and to guard… 
it will cause us fear because people with evil purpose can easily come. 
 
Pastor Patindol: It will cause cultural erosion. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: Now that you will have a better access road, is this affect your biodiversity? Is the 
Higaonon can guard this? 
 
In chorus: Higaonon will guard the biodiversity. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: If the road construction is already finished, what do you think would happen to the 
contractor’s bunkhouse? 
 
Bae Dael: If the barangay can benefit it, we would request that they let us have the bunkhouse. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: If there will be a landslide incident? 
 
Kag. Salvo: We the council, will automatically take the responsibility; we will allocate funds for 
that matter. 
 
For. Demetrio: If the project will be turned-over, the LGU will then take the responsibility to 
maintain the road. 
 
Engr. Jemuel: Are you included in the ancestral domain claim of Bukidnon side? 
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Bae Dae: We have no ancestral domain claim here. 
 
Engr. Jemuel advised the Higaonons that in case there will be a claim, they must not allow others 
to manage it and that they should be the one to manage their own claim. They must organize their 
genealogy and must secure title. 
 
Engr Bebot reminded the body to please tell other Higaonons and other residents who failed to 
attend about the said project consultation and that they must inform others about the matters 
being tackled. He also stressed that it was being declared by the Higaonons during this 
consultation that they have no ancestral domain claim in this barangay. 
 
Time ended: 12:21PM 
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IP and IEE Public Consultation on June 22, 2018 (Visayan) 

 IP Community Consultation 
Sta. Cruz, Claveria 
June 22, 2018 
 
Opening Prayer: Bae Cecilia Dael 
 

Engr. Bebot: Maayong buntag… Asa man to ang atong taga LGU?... Kini nga pagpulong nato karon 
gipahibalo namo ni adtong June 5, 2018. Pagapangutana namo adtong meeting diri, nangutana mi kung 
naay mga IPs diri, naay nitubag nga naa ug halos katunga. 
 

Tua sa senior citizen nga claim… naa pud sa LCR. 
 
Engr. Bebot: Diretso ipa undang ang trabaho sa dihang mahibaloan nga wala kabalo bisag ang usa ka 
lumulopyo diri mahitungod sa project or sa mga konsultasyon nga nahimo. Lisod sa amo mo endorsar 
ani sa banko nga niasaad man ang mga kagawad nga magpahibalo sa inyo.  
 

Bae Dael: ang mga opisyales nag work out ani. Ang uban nagkuha og benepisyo sa mga senior 
citizen. 

 
Engr. Bebot: lain kaayo nga paminawon nga mosulti nga wala kahibalo ang mga tawo. Ang sa bangko 
gayud nga concern o pabor ang mga IPs. Maski 3 basta moingon nga naay IP, dapat makonsulta.  
 

Bae Dael: Mas palabihon gayud to nila kay asa man ka kung ihatag sa imo ang kwarta nga walay 
kainit sa adlaw kay nagkuha sa senior nga benepisyo. 

 
Ang uban naay schedule training sa Mat-I, ug naa pud sa LCR nag apply/nagkuha sa birth 
certificate kay karong adlawa ra ang deadline. 

 
Engr. Bebot: maka garantya bata nga mosulti ang uban nga nakonsulta sila? Once ang ADB mawala ang 
salig ana nga lugar o LGU tungod lang sa usa ka tawo nga mosulti nga wala kabalo, daghan ang 
maapektohan. Nianhi mi diri para pagpahibalo.  
 
Bae Dael: dili consensus ang pagkatigom karon kay daghan ang wala. Naay uban nga wala naapil sa 
programa sa INREMP. Kinahanglan nga han-ayon tani para atong mapuslan. Dunay mga Higaonon nga 
wala nakaapil sa INREMP. Nakapirma kani sila. Ang ilang gipaabot nga duna ba usad silay pulos sa pagka 
Higaonon kay wala sila sa INREMP. Tinguhaon gayud nga makatambong ang tanan kay morag wala 
nausa ug wala ra gyud nag 10%. Mag reschedule ba ta? Kung usa ka tawo ang mosulti nga wala siya 
nasultian, aron maisa, aron mainsakto kinhanglan mag reschedule. Nanglihok ang mga opisyales ani ug 
ako nitambong diri ug ako nagdala sa tingog sa mga higaonon. 
 

Kag Salbo (red tshirt): ang himoon sa barangay ire-echo para moabot sa ila ang mga impormasyon. 
 

Bae Dael: lisod pasabton ang naa diri og tua didto. 
 

Kag Salbo: wala man gayud siguro nga mosupak ani… kung naay wala pa nakahibalo, mao toy 
paningkamotan nga mapahibalo sa barangay. 
 
Pastor: ang akong suggestion nga magpahigayon ang barangay og synchronize sitio assembly para 
ipasabot ang INREMP… kung naa imong yuta maapil sa INREMP dapat moapil gayud ka. Ang kulang sa 
ato ang pagpakabana. Para dili madahig ang tanan. 
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Bae Dael: gihulat ko lang nga mag lingkod ang bag-o nga opisyales base sa genealogy… sakto nga aduna 
tay himoon nga mga konsultasyon kada sitio.  
 

Kag. Salbo: Mas dali ang pagpasabot kung sundon ang suggestion ni pastor. Daghan mga activities nga 
nagkadungan-dungan karon.  
 

Engr. Bebot: ang INREMP hangtud ra sa 2020 ug ang tanan nga mga RI proposal dapat maaprobahan; 
ang katapusang dawat nila karong July. Adtong June 5, nag survey mi, ambi namo og walay IP. 
Pagmeeting, niingon nga daghan halos katunga. 
 

Bae Dael: bisig wala sila kasabot unsa ang IP kay inengles man? 
 

Engr. Bebot: kadaghan nga gibalik ang pangutana kung kinsa ang mga Higaonon diri. Morag klaro to siya.  
 
Bae Dael: Tungod kay gi-strapping sila sa Davao; walay moangkon. Ang among datu nga na elect 
nibalibad siya kay mao kana nga rason. Dili niya ipa pasa iyang ngalan kay iyang mga kaliwat gi strapping 
didto sa Davao. Ang among datu karon si Eulogio. 
 
Engr. Jem: kinsa diri ang mga Higaonon (insert picture taken). Kung ipadayon nato ni karon, ang LGU ang 
mopadayon aron pagpahibalo adtong uban nga wala diri.  
 
Engr. Jem: ipadayon usa nato.  
 
Engr. Jem: ang INREMP para sa RI kini atong giingon nga access road rehabilitation; ang usa kadtong 
pagpananom. Ang atong himoon nga konsultasyon karon mahitungod sa kalsada. Mao lang us ani atong 
hisgutan sa pagkakaron—ang mahitungod sa kalsada nga pagaayuhon. Atong irequest ang LGU para 
ihatag ang detalye sa access road.  
 

Speaking in the native language, Engr. Jem explained his genealogy tracing back to his grandfather.  
 
Engr. Jem: atong ipa explekar ang LGU sa mga detalye sa kalsada. 
 
Engr. Bebot: ang sugod sa kalsada, magsugod sa semento (unahan sa Brgy Hall) ug magsumpay padulong 
didto sa dalan nga padulong og Lanise ug Malitbog. Ang katason-on ani 2.4kms. konkreto ang 
paghimoon… 4m ang kalapad… ang kabagaon, 8inches… makaya ang dumptruck sa kabagaon. Adunay 
0.5-meter shoulder kada kilid… mototal ang width og 5m plus ang .5m nga kanal ug para mahimo nga 
total og 6m.  
 

Naa pud untay easement nga 1m both sides pero kung kana atong himoon malangan ta kay daghan ma-
igo nga kahoy, koral ug tanom. Kung himoon og 8m daghan maapektohan ug daghan ang himoon. Para 
mapadali ang proyekto, ilimit lang didto sa standard nga plan… kani nga 6 meters clear na ni siya. 
 

Pastor: maayo unta og maka cope up nata sa Asian highway. 
 

Engr. Bebot: kani sa mga interior, mo limit lang ta sa 4m… ang INREMP, mag asawa ni siya… una, 
kadtong NRM projects—pagpananom,… kung wala to siya, dili mi kahimo og kalasada…. Mag una to siya 
ug mosuporta nalang dayon ang kalsada. Unsa ang wala maklaro adto nga detalye sa paga ayuhon nga 
kalsada? 
 

In chorus: nasabtan kay binisaya man… nasabtan na… klaro na… 
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Engr. Jem: palihug pataas ang kamot adtong mga gatrabaho sa INREMP… kani sila inyong pangutan-on 
mahitungod sa INREMP kung aduna kamoy gusto ipa klaro.  
 
Engr. Jem: Sugdan na nato ang konsultasyon. Higa-onon lang ba ang tribo diri? 
 
In chorus: usa ra… Higaonon ra. 
 
Engr. Jem: Nadungog ninyo ang detalye sa kalsada, unsa sa inyong tan-aw ang mga benepisyo sa 
kalsada? 
 
Bae Dael: Kadtong adunay uma nga layo, dili na maglisod sa motor; kung daghan ang produkto, dali 
matransport 
 
Albert Berrano: wala gayud ko katilaw og maayong dalan. Daghan wala nakakuha og taas nga grado diri 
tungod niini—sa kalisod sa pagbaklay padulong sa skwelahan. Puhon, daghan na mga professional nga 
makahuman… daghan mi nga pasyente nga nanganak ug na high blood sa dalan… kung maayo na, dali na 
ang paghatud sa mga pasyente 
 
Mrs. Leonora Lagat: sayon pag deliver sa among mga produkto ug dili nami mga ligid; quality na ang mga 
produkto nga among mapagawas; mataas-taas na ang presyo ug ang income sa farmers ug mainganyo 
sila og pananom… daghan ang mga tawo nga mopuyo, ug motaas ang value sa yuta… ayaw buhii ang 
inyong yuta… malipay kaayo ko og dako kung mahinayon…  
 
Engr. Jem: kani proyekto gayud pud ni sa LGU kay aduna may 20% sa total budget nga maggikan sa LGU. 
Ang matabang sa INREMP, kadtong 80%. Unsa pa ang mga benepisyo? 
 
Pastor/ LandCare Foundation: maintain sa peace and order… dali ra ang atong mga law enforcer pag 
responde.  
 
Engr. Jem: Naa ba moy nahunahunaan sad kung aduna bay negatibo nga epekto niini? 
 

Walay nitubag. 
 
Engr. Jem: kinsa ang mogamit ani nga kalsada? Palihug taas ang kamot (insert picture taken) 
 
Engr. Jem: unsa nga mga ahensiya sa gobyerno ang mogamit niana? 
 
Pastor: DA, LGU, PNP/AFP, DENR, ICRAF/ NGOs, DOH/ RHU 
 
Engr. Jem: private companies? 
 

Bae Dael: Del Monte, Dole, Philip Morris… 
 
In chorus: manuroy og isda og gagamit og habal-habal 

 
Mrs. Lagat: makagamit ang taga Malitbog ug uban pang parte sa Bukidnon 
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Engr. Jem: ang paghimo sa kalsada adunay mga ang-ang. Sa dili pa mag sugod, adunay mga pre-
construction activities, para magkasinabot ang LGU ug ang kontraktor. Aduna pud pagahimoon nga 
dialogue sa inyo. Sa inyo karon, unsa inyong isulti sa kontraktor anang panahona aron dili sila masayop? 
 
Bae Dael: dapat adunay pamuhat/ ritual/pagpananghid… manahud-tahod… pinaka una gayud mag tilad 
aron mapangayoan og katabang ug pasaylo unya nga madisturbo. Ang kontraktor og ang INREMP maoy 
mogasto sa ritual. 
 
Engr. Bebot: Ang INREMP dili mogasto niana… kay sila man ang motandog sa kalsada, ang kontraktor 
maoy mogasto sa ritual.  
 
Engr. Jem: Kung hapit na magsugod, moduol ang LGU/ contractor/ INREMP sa inyo. Unsa pa nga mga 
pamalaod nga gusto ninyo isulti sa kontraktor kay sila magdala baya og ilang mga tawo? 
 
Bae Dael: dili pwede nga magdala sila tanan… dapat aduna pud mga residente diri nga makatrabaho. 
 
Mrs. Lagat: mao nay pangutana nila… 
 
Engr. Jem: ang mga skilled pwede sa ila sa kontraktor mag gikan… Ang mga trabahador (non-skilled), 
pwede diri… 
 
Bae Dael: dili pwede nga magdala og babae diri… bawal kana sa mga Higaonon… 
 
Mrs. Baco: kung naay labor, naay limit para maangay…  
 
Engr. Jem: inig atubang ninyo sa ila, kana ang inyong isulti sa ilaha… 
 
Bae Dael: adunay GAMA diri, kadtong wala maktrabaho sa GAMA maoy atong ipatrabao  
 
Engr. Jem: aduna bay mga babae nga gusto pud makatrabaho (insert picture taken)? Unya lang ni siya 
nga pagstoryahan ninyo  uban sa LGU ug kontraktor. Kani nga project dili mahinayon kung dili makaapil 
ang mga babae sa pagtrabaho. Sa negosasyon sa contractor, didto na masabotan kung unsa nga mga 
possible nga mga trabaho sa mga babae.  
 
Engr. Jem: Magbuhat sila og kampo o bunkhouse, dili ba mo maproblema sa tubig? 
 
Mrs. Baco: dili problema kay daghan tubig diri… 
 
Engr. Jem: kung naa silay mga basura? 
 
Bae Dael: Magubahat sila og bangag/compost pit og kasilyas 
 
In chorus: adunay pamalaod ang brgy mahitungod sa waste segregation… 
 
Bae Dael: sila didto mag segregate sa mga hugaw ug inspeksyonon sa barangay.. 
 
Engr. Jem: naa ba moy pamalaod sa kanang mga video-k or pagkanta-kanta bisag gabii na kaayo? 
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In chorus: naa mi curfew… 10pm. 
 
Engr. Jem: dapat inyo ning isulti sa consultation sa ila. Kadtong motrabaho didto pud na ninyo hisgutan… 
inyong hinumdoman unsa inyong isulti sa contractor. Saba raba? Mapasaylo ra ba ninyo? 
 
Mrs. Baco: ilayo sa sentro ang pagbutang sa ilang bunkhouse… 
 
Engr. Jem: usa na sa inyong isulti sa ila… ang ikaduhang ang-ang, mao ang construction… dili ba mo 
madisturbo sa saba, abog? 
 
Bae Dael: mapasaylo ra kay para ra man sa among mga kaayuhan… 
 
Engr. Jem: ang mga senior citizen? 
 
In chorus: layo ra man… 
 
Bae Dael: mao kanay unod ngano magpahigayon og ritual para dili makadisturbo… 
 
Pastor: magkalot gayud sila para butangan sa ilang mga hugaw… proper waste disposal gayud…  
 
Engr. Jem: possible nga adunay mga tagak-tagak sa mga used oil ug mabanwas didto sa sapa ug ang 
ubang yuta madahili… 
 
Bae Dael: mapasaylo ra… agwantahon lang…  
 
Engr. Jem: makadisturbo ba ang pagbyahe sa mga tawo o habal-habal kung magsugod na ang 
pagtrabaho? 
 
Pastor: naa gyuy usa ka lane nga paagian… ug naay mag flag woman… 
 
Engr. Jem: ang atong mga estudyante, malangan gayud na sila?… 
 
Bae Dael: dili kaayo na problema kay naay sulosyon niana… kaysa magpabilin nga daot ang dalan 
 
Engr. Jem: possible malangan tungod sa lahi-lahi nga dagan sa panahon. Mapasaylo ra ba ni ninyo? 
 
In chorus: okay ra na sir… madawat ra… 
 
Engr. Jem: ang ikatulo nga ang-ang, nahuman na ang kalsada. Ang habal-habal kusog-kusog na ang 
dagan… 
 
Bae Dael: wala pa mi speed limit nga resolusyon… pero puhon mapahimoan na.  
 
Pastor: national law man na nga mo menor ka kung naay skwelahan… butangan og signage nga slow 
down.  
 
Engr. Jem: possible kaha nga ang brgy maghimo og speed limit nga ordinansa? 
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Pastor: atong isugyot sa ilang first session 
 

Bae: magbutang ta og panahon nga pwede makaagi ang dagko nga truck 
 

Engr. Jem: ang pagayo sa kalsada, unsa kaha ang epekto sa kultura? 
 

Bae: kung dili maatiman, madaot ra siya… aduna gayoy barangay road maintenance. 
 

Engr. Jem: Sa atong kultura, pagka Higaonon, kay maayo na ang kalsada, daghan na nga mga tawo nga 
makaanhi diri.. 
 

Bae: dili na makaapekto kay magbayad sila… adunay i-assign sa brgy para motan-aw sa mga mosulod … 
adunay kabalaka nga sayon ang pagsulod sa mga dili maayo nga tawo.. 
 

Pastor: adunay cultural erosion…  
 

Engr. Jem: kay maayo naman ang kalsada, wala bay epekto sa mga kalasanon (biodiversity)? Ang 
nagbantay ani mao ang mga Higaonon? 
 

In chorus: sayon nalang makuha pero gabantayan kana sa mga higaonon…  
 

Engr. Jem: sa ubang lugar nga adunay ecotourism sites, didto nila ideclare ilang tuyo og magbayad pud 
sila og fee uban ang kasabotan sa binahinay sa Ancestral Domain owners.  
 

Engr. Jem: kung humana ang kalsada, unsa kaha ang inyong kabalaka ana nga panahona mahitungod sa 
iyang bunkhouse? 
 

Bae Dael: kung mapuslan sa brgy ibilin lang diri sa brgy 
 

Engr. Jem: Kung adunay mga mahitabo nga landslide? 
 

Kag. Salbo: automatic na na siya sa brgy… butangan gayud na siya og budget.. 
 

Bae Dael: adunay ekipo daan nga nag atang didto para sa pag maintain sa kalsada.  
 

For. Demetrio: Pag-turn over, ang LGU na dayon ang mag maintain. 
 

Engr. Jem: Apil ba mo sa ancestral domain claim sa Bukidnon side? 
 

Bae: walay ancestral domain diri…  
 

Engr. Jem: Pananglitan nga naay nag claim, dili mahimo nga sila gihapon ang magmanage. Kamo ang mo 
manage sa inyong gaop diri; iplastar ninyo ang inyong genealogy at least natitulohan na siya. 
 
Engr. Bebot: Palihug ipahibalo kadtong atong mga kauban, nga nagkastorya o nagpahigayon na kita og 
konsultasyon plus dugangan pa gayud kani sa brgy… Okay so sulti ninyo nga walay ga claim nga mga 
Higaonon diri or gikan man sa laing lugar.  
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Appendix 4: LGU Claveria’s Letter of Request for NCIP Certification 
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Appendix 5: NCIP’s Letter of Response 
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Appendix 6: Public Consultation Minutes re: RI INREMP on June 6, 2018 
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Appendix 7: Internal Monitoring Indicators (Adapted from ADB’s Handbook on 
Resettlement: A Guide to Good Practice, 1998)  

 

Monitoring Indicators Basis for Indicators 

1. Budget and Timeframe 

 Have capacity building and training activities been completed on 
schedule? 

 Are IPP and MOA activities being implemented and targets achieved 
against the agreed time frame? 

 Are funds for the implementation of the IPP/ADSDPP allocated to the 
proper agencies on time? 

 Have agencies responsible for the implementation of the 
IPP/ADSDPP received the scheduled funds? 

 Have funds been disbursed according to the IPP/ADSDPP? 

 Has social preparation phase taken place as scheduled? 

 Has all clearance been obtained from NCIP?  

2. Public Participation and 
Consultation  Have consultations taken place as scheduled including meetings, 

groups and community activities? Have appropriate leaflets been 
prepared and distributed? 

 Have any Aps used the grievance redress procedures? What were the 
outcomes? 

 Have conflicts been resolved? 

 Was the social preparation phase implemented? 

 Were separate consultations done for Indigenous Peoples? 

 Was the conduct of these consultations inter-generationally 
exclusive, gender fair, free from external coercion and manipulation, 
done in a manner appropriate to the language and customs of the 
affected IP community and with proper disclosure? 

 How was the participation of IP women and children? Where they 
adequately represented?  

3. Benefit Monitoring 

 What changes have occurred in patterns of occupation, production 
and resources use compared to the pre-project situation? 
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 What changes have occurred in income and expenditure patterns 
compared to pre-project situation? What have been the changes in 
cost of living compared to pre-project situation? Have APs’ incomes 
kept pace with the changes? 

 What changes have taken place in key social and cultural parameters 
relating to living standards? 

 What changes have occurred for IPs? 

 Has the situation of the IPs improved, or at least maintained, as a 
result of the project? 

 Are IP women reaping the same benefits as IP men? 

 Are negative impacts proportionally shared by IP men and women?  
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Appendix 8: External Monitoring Indicators (Adapted from ADB’s Handbook on 
Resettlement: A Guide to Good Practice, 1998)  

 

Monitoring Indicators Basis for Indicators 

1. Basic Information on AP 
Households  Location 

 Composition and structures, ages, education and skill levels 

 Gender of household head 

 Ethnic group 

 Access to health, education, utilities and other social services 

 Housing type 

 Land use and other resource ownership and patterns 

 Occupation and employment patterns 

 Income sources and levels 

 Agricultural production data (for rural households) 

 Participation in neighborhood or community groups 

 Access to cultural sites and events  

 Value of all assets forming entitlements and resettlement 
entitlements 

2.  Levels of AP Satisfaction 

 How much do IPs know about grievance procedures and conflict 
resolution procedures? How satisfied are those who have used said 
mechanism? 

 How much do the affected IP communities know about the IP 
framework? 

 Do they know their rights under the IP framework? 

 How much do they know about the grievance procedures available 
to them? 

 Do they know how to access to it? 

 How do they assess the implementation of the IPP/ADSDPP? 
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3. Other Impacts 

 Were there unintended environmental impacts? 

 Were there unintended impacts on employment or incomes?  

4. IP Indicators 

 Are special measures to protect IP culture, traditional resource rights 
and resources in place? 

 How are these being implemented? 

 Are complaints and grievances of affected IPs being documented? 

 Are these being addressed? 

 Did the project proponent respect customary laws in the conduct of 
public consultations, in IPP/ ADSDPP implementation, in dispute 
resolution? 

 Were the public consultations intergenerationally inclusive? 

 Were women and children proportionally represented? 

 Were representatives of the NCIP present in the public 
consultations? During the monitoring of IPP/ADSDPP 
implementation? 
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Appendix 9: Executive Order Recreating the Subproject Management Unit  
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Appendix 10: Excerpt of the LGU’s 2018 AIP 
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